
Future Perfect Simple

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_________________________ by for his old age?1. (what/he/lay/?)What will he have laid

The trust-making part of protective duties has an effect about which there is
no uncertainty, and if the American people discover this fact, they
________________________ their goal, but the laborious route that leads to
it will at least lie distinctly before them.

2.

(not/reach)
will not have reached

I hope he ________________ the inspiration to put it under your
surveillance.
3.

(have)
will have had

It will take the average Chinese a long time to explain the nature of his
objection, and when he does so he _______________________ the whole of
the case, nor have gone to the root of the matter.

4.

(not/state)
will not have stated

Moreover, our men of business ________________________ scientific
methods by the end of the war.
5.

(not/learn)
will not have learned

It ______________________ deviation and not character.6. (inherit)will have inherited

By this time an abundance of spores ___________________.7. (form)will have formed

I shall set alight a handful of straw, and before it is burnt up you
___________________ it into a pair of boots.
8.

(turn)will have turned

Mr. Adams _____________________ you more certainly.9. (inform)will have informed

This process ________________ to the neglect and final extinction of the
earlier, inferior, and intermediate birds; and thus it has come to pass, that in
Europe these three races are now so extraordinarily distinct from each other.

10.

(lead)

will have led

Now we are wanting to go away and be forgotten; and my father
___________________ his gear so ill, that we cannot even do that unless
you will give us some more alms.

11.

(guide)
will have guided

I am ashamed to think how my sudden flight __________________ you
by surprise.
12.

(take)
will have taken
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In another moment she _____________________ to come too.13.
(propose)

will have proposed

When they have taken up a book, that book becomes the fashion; and if it
is something really good for once, they _____________________ it to be a
work of genius without knowing it.

14.

(declare)
will have declared

The winter _____________________ a day less than five months long;
and it would not be unfair to call it seven.
15.

(not/be)
will not have been

They _____________________ through all their changes until a period of
2,000,000 years has elapsed.
16.

(not/go)
will not have gone

Even upon such a supposition, I hope my long residence here
_____________________ wholly unserviceable to our country.
17.

(not/be)will not have been

By-the-bye, he's such a blind fool, he _____________________ she bites
her nails.
18.

(not/notice)
won't have noticed

And you believe it all the more because she ____________________
your heart with a delicate touch, and have asked you your secrets; she affects
ignorance, to learn everything; there are some things she never knows, not
even when she knows them.

19.

(sound)

will have sounded

And he __________________ himself with some surprise where these
reside.
20.

(ask)
will have asked
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